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Many constitutional developments aided the reform movement, such as the ratification of the 13th, 14th, and 15th
Amendments, which granted African Americans voting and civil rights. Actions of violence from the Ku Klux Klan
threatened African Americans. During reconstruction there.

Southern soldiers returned from the war and found their home in ruins. Perfect for common easy to the
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communication essay and road map. The war ended with the the Union and Confederate states torn apart over
one major issue: slavery. Staying united as a nation was the only way to go about the situation Doc. In
addition, the Force Act of also helped to reinforce the idea that former slaves were to be treated with respect.
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food prices and the widespread of crop failure. Click here essay about country s main focus was the civil war
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uncategorized. Analyze the political, diplomatic, and military reasons for the United States victory in the
Revolutionary War. The idea of a master seeing his former slave at the same voting polls was an belligerent
concept. In each of these districts, freed males slaves were granted suffrage. Standard dbq reconstruction of
events; order or south. In â€¦show more contentâ€¦ The first Reconstruction act was passed in March 2nd, and
divided the South into five military districts, each under a major general Document I. Those efforts faded to a
point where they were all but nonexistent, and with the unwrittenâ€¦. Reconstruction was a time of revolution
to a certain extent in terms of constitutional developments. Analyze the ways in which controversy over the
extension of slavery into western territories contributed to the coming of the Civil War. Jim Crow Laws
created segregation between the two races, separating them with any given opportunity. Tip: north or south
essay requires you have subheadings in the union after the civil war united states changed. Once the Radical
Republicans in Congress took over the Reconstruction the Blacks gained more civil rights and the Southern
states were treated more harshly than before. There was separation in simple things such as water fountains
and restrooms, to more intricate things such as federal workplaces and the US military. The Congress had the
best interests in mind for the security of the former slaves and for the future of the country. The 13th
amendment abolished slavery, the 14th amendment granted black people citizenship and equal protection of
the laws, and the 15th amendment presented universal suffrage. Culture essay on louisiana purchase cheapest
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would be put into apprentice ship where they would be under the title of a master. Like Lincoln, his primary
concern was maintaining harmony in the nation and suppressing sectional discord. The era from to was a time
of reconstruction and revolution in America. The Fourteenth Amendment was another step toward black
equality and secured the rights of the former slaves Document H. Many former slaves argued that they are free
men and deserve to have the same rights as anyone else Doc. Johnson was often criticized by the Radical
Republicans in Congress for being too favorable to the Southern states, by giving amnesty to former
Confederate officials and opposing legislation that protected former slaves. The only way to truly enfranchise
the former slaves was by effectively disenfranchising their former masters. Despite their good intentions,
however, the Bureau failed to establish the freed slaves as landowners. Although, the government did take
action against members of the KKK, their actions were still brutal Doc. On reconstruction: poems coliculos
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